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Three to go
We host the match of the round this week – North vs. Saints in what is the most important game for both
clubs this weekend. If North win, we’re in for a finals chance; but if the Saints get us, they’ve got fourth spot.
In fact, all four footy grades will be good games this week -2nd vs. 4th in the B’s; 3 vs. 4 in the 17’s; and 1 vs. 2
in the 14’s. Procka’s on 60 goals for the year…Is it possible to get to 100?!?!?!
Neither team can make the four in the A1 netty so all the girls will be out for just bragging rights. J1’s will
have a good game with 4th vs. 5th, but the match of the day will be the A2’s where third placed North take on
5th placed Saints who beat them last time they met on North’s home ground.
Tonight we have a great evening’s entertainment, guessing who dressed up as what starting with an ‘N’ or
‘C’. Watch out you don’t get papped again as you walk in! The social committee have done an awesome job
this year on events and should be commended!

www.northclarefc.com.au
THIS WEEK, 9/8/14 VsSouthern Saints at Clare (HOME – BLUE Shorts)
SATURDAY PRESENTATIONS: UPSTAIRS with N and C Night

TALLY 2014
A1 Netty: 2/11 Wins – 18%
A Footy: 5/13 Wins – 38%

Like us on Face Book
North Clare Football & Netball Club

Any stories to share:
yarns18@hotmail.com
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The North Clare Football Club would like to take the opportunity to extend their sympathies to
Max Bromson’s extended family.
Max’s Mum Moira Bromson was awarded North Clare life membership in 1968.

A Grade

B Grade

Under 17

Under 14

http://www.foxsportspulse.com/

A Grade

B Grade

Under 17

Hi all, it's Jake!
I need to work out the numbers for our footy trip. We leave on Saturday the 4th October and come home Monday the 6th.
We are going to Mildura so I need to work out which bus we need to take. Could you either message me on 0451180287 or
comment on this post on the FB page to tell me if you're coming.
Thanks guys

Under 14
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RESULTS Saturday 2nd against BBH
When there is frost on the trampoline and your tongue sticks to the
post when you lick it you know it is cold (a certain twin from out
Hilltown way)! That didn’t deter the early netballers tho as the J5s
took the court after a week off and in a hard fought game came away
with a close win 9-6 with Mia Jaeschke and Charlize White getting the
incentive.. The J3s also had the early start and after a little rocky
patch, steadied to score regularly through Chloe Goodwin and Ash
White to get a good win 26-20 with Alicia Weston and Marie
Mullighan getting incentives here.. The J4s had a tough game with
some controversy but fought hard to the end. The J2s were in a fight
for second spot and had gone down by 2 at the last meeting. The BBH
girls had the advantage of height but ours showed skill and most of all
determination chasing down every loose ball and then scoring off the
win with some great shooting to win by 3, 25-22 with Emma Heinjus
getting the incentive. Welcome back to Emily Hinze who has been in
Darwin playing cricket and returned to a baptism of fire taking on a
new position against their star goalie. The J1s settled into a lovely
rhythm and comfortably got over the line 37-18 with the incentive
going to Charlotte Keane. The 15U girls came out strong and then a
few positional changes by the coaches resulted in considerable
entertainment with the famous defensive ”lift” on display as well as a
tricky pass against the goalpost from Callie at shooter to allow her to
score (Izzy having lured the defences out of the circle at the
time????) And the Jaeschke twins in goals together trying all sorts of
moves never before seen on a netball court (and unlikely to be seen
again). Even with all the fun they got the points 36-24 with Sarah and
Emily getting the incentive for the entertainment value.
The C2s were under pressure early but steadied to win 48-43 with Jo
Telfer getting the incentive. The C1s had the game of the day with 1
vs 2. An injury to Emma Lukong resulted in Jodie moving back to GD
again and all girls fought hard to finish with a draw, 47 –47. The top of
the C1 competition is very strong but our girls are getting plenty of
practice at pressure games. The B2s unfortunately went down to a
strong BBH side 34-49 and the B1s had a week off so some went and
joined the Nat Scatch match for a bit of fun. The A2s welcomed Sonia
Pawelski back to the court and with her positive and calming
influence as well as Rachel’s impressive aerial defensive skills the girls
are back in the winning circle 51-31. You should have seen Crossy’s
goal from the centre third – shoulda been worth 3 points! The A1s
tried everything they could with some changes resulting in a very
young team on the court at times and seeing the Huppatz twins in
goals together (not as tricky as the Jaeschkes but prettier to watch)
but couldn’t take the points this round although Megan has obviously
been taking on board the 15U advice putting in a fantastic game to
get a well-earned incentive.
We now have 7 teams looking at a finals spot with the order still to be
decided in some grades so keep training, get your injuries attended to
and support your coaches and team as much as possible
remembering that everyone has a part in getting there.

This is
where
Crossy
shot
from!
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Mail Box (actually- looks like the Baum Family photo
album?!)
Nick, Sam, Cooper and Jaxon – Your mum’s are
going to be mad!! (Thanks Mel)

Sneaky icing up after a hard
game as waterboy (thanks
Trigger!)

Warren Baum – Netball
coach extraordinaire!
Warren devised a whole
training programme for the
B1 and B2’s the other week,
he explained it,
demonstrated it and
critiqued his drills.
Watch out Sonya!
Sam Baum’s first Junior colts game
– 13/7/14 (Thanks Mel)
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PAPPED ON SATURDAY

Get ‘im H-bomb!

I don’t think this was one of
you FOUR goals, Wardy?!,
Might be just a kick

We love Harry!

Pops – Don’t drag him – we
don’t mind!

Powerade Shower

Earle
Boys

Photo day hair-do’s

My Daddy kicked 12
goals!
Trouble with a capital ‘T’. 10
more years….

4 goals = M. Ward
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NEFL CHAMPIONS – U14

The North Boys – George Pretlove, Grady
Armfield, Tyson Francis and Charlie Helbig

The Undefeated, back to back
U14 NEFL Champions

Laugh out Loud
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